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IMPORTANT EVENTS  SO FAR …… 

Gold Scores 6-Month High On Safe-Haven Buying, Bullish 
Chart Posture
Gold prices ended the U.S. day session with solid gains and hit a six-month high 
Wednesday. More safe-haven buying and an increasingly bullish technical 
posture prompted buying interest. April gold was last up $19.80 at $1,366.50 an ounce. 
Spot gold was last quoted up $17.00 at $1,367.00. May Comex silver last traded up $0.445 
at $21.62 an ounce.
The Russian troop occupation of Ukraine is still a serious concern among traders and 
investors at mid-week. This coming weekend could be pivotal in this geopolitical crisis. A 
referendum from Crimean citizens on secession is scheduled for Sunday, and that could be 
the next flashpoint in the region. The Group of Seven nations was set to release a statement 
Wednesda  to reiterate its solidarit  regarding opposing Russia’s in asion of Ukraine  It’s 

.

Wednesday to reiterate its solidarity regarding opposing Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. It’s 
likely that the G-7 will soon impose official economic and diplomatic sanctions on Russia.
U.S. economic data released Wednesday was again light and did not impact the markets. In 
other news Wednesday, industrial production in the European Union fell by 0.2% in 
January, from December, and was up 2.1% year-on-year. The decline in EU output was 
unexpected and could have an influence on the European Central Bank’s monetary policy. 
The ECB has been battling tepid EU economic growth and deflationary concerns with a very 
stimulative monetary policy.stimulative monetary policy.
While gold and the raw commodity sector have fared well in the first quarter of 2014, the 
copper market has seen its price fall dramatically the past week. Comex copper futures 
prices hit a nearly four-year low Wednesday. Part of the selling pressure on copper comes 
from concerns about weakening Chinese economic growth. Crude oil prices have also been 
pressured in part by the concerns about a weakening Chinese economy. China is the world’s 
largest copper consumer. Copper is a major industrial metal worldwide. And many veteran 
stock market watchers say copper’s price move can be a harbinger of price action in the U.S. 

.

stock market. Concern about the health of the Chinese economy has weighed down the 
Asian and European stock markets this week. The fact gold has been able to make gains this 
week, despite the above circumstances, is impressive.
The London P.M. gold fix is $1,366.00 versus the previous P.M. fixing of $1,346.25.
Technically, April gold futures prices closed nearer the session high Wednesday and hit a 
fresh six-month high. A 2.5-month-old uptrend is in place on the daily bar chart. Bulls have 
the overall near-term technical advantage and gained more upside momentum Wednesday. 
The gold bulls’ next upside near-term price breakout objective is to produce a close above 
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The gold bulls  next upside near-term price breakout objective is to produce a close above 
solid technical resistance at $1,400.00. Bears' next near-term downside breakout price 
objective is closing prices below solid technical support at last week’s low of $1,326.60. First 
resistance is seen at Wednesday’s high of $1,371.30 and then at $1,375.00. First support is 
seen at $1,360.00 and then at $1,350.00
MCX Gold is all set to make some commendable moves on the higher side. The prices of MCX 
Gold ended at Rs 30472 per 10 grams. With this closing Gold has moved ahead of the all crucial 
mark set at Rs 30450 per 10 grams. The rise in prices is expected to continue with metal now 3 45 p g p p
looking strong to test Rs 30600-30800 levels in coming days. RSI is at 59 and is pointing that 
the strength in Gold is not fading any time soon. The rally is likely to get supports of increase in 
long positions in Gold that reached 12446 contracts on Wednesday
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May silver futures prices closed nearer the session high Wednesday on short 
covering. The bears still have the slight near-term technical advantage. Prices are in a 
three-week-old downtrend on the daily bar chart. Silver bulls’ next upside price breakout 
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objective is closing prices above solid technical resistance at the March high of $21.74 an 
ounce. The next downside price breakout objective for the bears is closing prices below 
solid technical support at this week’s low of $20.61. First resistance is seen at 
Wednesday’s high of $21.435 and then at $21.65. Next support is seen at $21.00 and then 
at Wednesday’s low of $20.82

May N.Y. copper closed up 55 points at 295.75 cents Wednesday. Prices closed 
nearer the session high on tepid short covering after hitting a fresh contract and nearly nearer the session high on tepid short covering after hitting a fresh contract and nearly 
four-year low early on. Weak economic data coming from China last weekend has helped 
to sink the copper market. Prices are in an accelerating 10-week-old downtrend on the 
daily bar chart. Bears have the solid near-term technical advantage. Copper bulls' next 
upside breakout objective is pushing and closing prices above solid technical resistance 
at this week’s high of 307.75 cents. The next downside price breakout objective for the 
bears is closing prices below solid technical support at 290.00 cents. First resistance is 
seen at Wednesday’s high of 298.15 cents and then at 300.00 cents. First support is seen 

A minor respite was seen in Copper prices before the end of the session. After testing July 
2013 levels the prices on MCX garnered marginal strength to close at Rs 402.7 per kg. April 
expiry contract tested a low of Rs 397.35 per kg. Copper is expected to remain below the key 
resistance levels of Rs 406-408 per kg. The breakdown below Rs 407 was the breach of 
trendline support for the contract that can now act as stiff resistance. On weekly charts, 
Copper is continuing its bearish journey. Copper has broken 200 day Exponential Moving 

at 294.00 cents and then at Wednesday’s contract low of 290.80 cents

pp g j y pp y p g
Average of Rs 409 per kg, which can become an active barrier before the next supports. 
Supports are emerging at Rs 393 per kg.

The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries raised its oil demand growth for the 
second month in a row. In its monthly oil market report, the cartel of some of the world's 
biggest oil producers upgraded its forecast for demand growth this year by 50,000 barrels a 
day, after tweaking its expectations higher by the same amount last month. The producer 
group now expects oil demand to increase by 1.14 million barrels a day this year, largely as a 
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result of higher consumption in North America, as well as improved demand in Europe and 
Africa. Total oil demand for 2014 is pegged 91.1 million barrels a day. A key determinant for 
this increase in world oil demand will be the pace of growth in the emerging economies, 
OPEC said

MCX Crude Oil closed at Rs 5983 per barrel, down 2.52%. The prices tested a high of Rs 
6120 per barrel, and a low of Rs 5965 per barrel. The resistance for Crude Oil is at Rs 6220 
per barrel. Supports for the contract are at Rs 5933 per barrel. The decline in Crude Oil was 
for the third consecutive session, and this has made the prices all the more vulnerable for 
further shocks. COMEX Crude Oil was trading at $ 98.24 per barrel, up 0.25 cents. The 
trades below $ 100 per barrel are expected to bring more supplies.
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GOLD 30319 30166 30585 30698 SELL @ 30480 S/L ABVE 
30545   T/P 30200

SILVER 46138 45505 47187 47603 SELL @ 46950 S/L ABV 
47250  T/P  46000

COPPER 398 393 407 411 SELL @ 405.15 S/L ABV 
407  T/P 396

ZINC 120.50 119.60 122.80 124.20 SELL@ 122.10 S/L ABV 
122.80   T/P  119

LEAD 122.40 121 125.30 126.80 SELL @ 124.35  S/L ABV 
125.20 T/P 121

ALUMINIU
M

105.15 104.30 106.65 107.30 SELL @ 106.35 S/L ABV 
107  T/P  104

NICKEL 942 928 966 977 SELL @ 960 S/L ABV 972 
T/P  940/930 

CRUDEOI
L

5925 5867 6081 6178 SELL @ 6018 S/L ABV 
6050  T/P 5900

NGAS 272 266 283.50 290 SELL @ 277.80 S/L ABVE 
281  T/P  269

$SPOT
GOLD

1349 1334 1375 1386 SELL @ 1374 S/L ABVE 
1380  T/P 1340

$SPOT
SILVER

20.87 20.50 21.53 21.79 SELL @ 21.39 S/L ABV 
21.55  T/P   20.80

$CRUDEO
IL  NYMEX

97.21 96.36 99.26 100.46 SELL @ 98.52  S/L ABV 
99.40  T/P  96
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